SENIOR JAVA DEVELOPER

sales@ongraph.com
www.Ongraph.com

ABOUT ME
Extensive knowledge of image
processing and font rendering
Superior mastery of Java on Unix
Mac OSX and Linux
Strong proficiency with Swing
printing and imaging and other
packages of Core Java API

EXPERIENCE

JAVA DEVELOPER
OnGraph Technologies Pvt Ltd

Highly accomplished and experienced Core Java Developer with
comprehensive mastery of all Java packages. Expert at both local and
global vendor networks. Able to work independently with little to no
supervision as well as functioning as an excellent team player.

EDUCATION

High adaptability to changing
work paces and requirements
Exceptional ability to manage
projects and meet milestones

MASTER OF COMPUTER APPLICATION
Top Institution of India

Excellent ability to code and
design to specifications

TECHNICAL SKILLS
Java

Title

Technology

Java,Spring Cloud, Hibernate, JMS, Google SQL,
RDS

Description

Biztexter is an intelligent text messaging tool for
digital customer service and follow-up marketing.
The power of big data and artificial intelligence
has been simplified and made available to
businesses with no long term agreements or
months of setup time.

CSS

Communication
Organization
Team Player

Biztexter
https://biztexter.com/

HTML5

PERSONAL SKILLS

(2008 – 2011)

PROJECT EXPERIENCE

HIBERNATE
SPRING

(2011 – present)

Responsibility

Role: Java Developer
Responsible for design/development of REST API,
design Micro level Architecture and deployment
structure. Was also involved in communication
related to Requirement and discuss with client
and other tech leads on different strategies and
solution to develop this solution.

Creativity
Social

Title

Tripayz

Technology

Java,Spring, Hibernate, Struts, Spring-Webflow,
JSF, primefaces, MySql, Stripe integration, Checkr
integration,Payment gateways,RESTAPI, Dev OPs
tools like AWS, Jenkins

Description

Tripayz is a platform where service agent and
customer meet with each other. Service argent
and customer register themselves and meet to
each other according to their requirement.
Service agent post their service regarding travel
or parcel and customer check that and consume
that.

DOMAIN
AI SMS Chat Bots
Travel
HR Tool

Responsibility

●

Sports
Price Comparison,

Team Size: 8
Role: Java Developer
Responsible for developing backend
services to manage user, services and
payments. Developed a lead generation
system as well by tracking user and
company activities.
You need more

Title

Audience Unlock

Technology

Java/J2EE, Strut, HTML, CSS, Ajax, Spring, Mail
Server, Hibernate, MongoDB

Description

●

Audience unlock built a product where
the end user can see the listing of
different companies and can engage
them for any kid of work. The application
have two kind of users. A Company and
end user, A company has to register
himself by selecting different payment
plans on web application. User can
select any(Company) on the basis of
services selected and interact with
company on mobile application for
discussing requirements on chat
messaging broadcast integrated with
signalR.

Responsibility

●
●

Team Size: 8
Role: Java Developer
Responsible for developing frontend and
Backend pages. Data Integration using
hibernate and Liquibase Added various
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events via jQuery on video streaming
console. Design and implemented full
backend admin dashboard for Audience
Unlock.We have also implemented
internationalization. This website is
currently on working stage environment.

.

Place - Noida
Date - 7/14/2017
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